
                     Smart Rugged Phones From China Are More Affordable Than Ever 
 

 

HIGH performance rugged smart phones are more accessible now than they have ever been thanks to 

Chinese smartphone makers claims China electronics supplier Chinavasion. 

 

There is a growing demand for smartphones that are “Capable of handling everything life can throw at 

them while also offering the same internet capabilities consumers have come to expect from better-

known brands” according to Chinavasion PR manager Rose Li.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Rugged phones, which often only had a single core processor, came loaded with a five year old 

version of  Android, had poor quality camera equipment and could cost up to 400 dollars” says Li  

 

While western electronic manufacturers attempted to justify prices with videos and displays of gadgets 

earning their rugged label, Li says “China makers have been busy improving the performance of their 

rugged phones. Rugged phones don't need to cost more than two hundred dollars, the components and 

techniques are there to produce them for much less.” 

 

“This is exactly what Chinavasion has done.” 

 

Working hard to offer customers the latest in technology, Li says “Chinavasion offers a rugged smart 

phone for a little over 60 US dollars, a quarter of the price of any competitor.” 

 

With the device running the Android 4.2 system, on a 1GHz dual core processor Li says “Buyers 

should expect the same high quality and leading performance they have grown to expect from other 

Android devices.” 

 

Li mentions that Chinavasion has built a strong online reputation for its fast shipping times, high 

“Cell phones can cost a lot 

and break at the drop of a 

hat,” said Li. “But that 

doesn't mean that people 

are prepared to accept 

substandard performance 

from rugged phones.” She 

continued. 

 

“Up until now this has 

meant tech buyers had to 

make do with a rugged 

phone that offered half of 

the capabilities of other 

Android phones but came 

with the same price tag” 

according to Li.  

 

 

 

https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Phones/
https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Phones/


quality products and world-class customer service. “With 360,000 registered customers, Chinavasion 

has a strong reputation as a supplier of the latest gadgets.” 

 

With so many registered customers from every corner of the world Chinavasion is your best choice for 

Android rugged phones online. 

 

https://www.chinavasion.com/

